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Why We Created This Report
Despite Xiaohongshu generating a lot of buzz in 2018, most of the English language content (and even much of the Chinese language content) continues
to give a macro, high-level view of the platform with very few specifics.

Why that is, we’re not sure, but there is clearly a need for a more in-depth explanation because, to be frank, most people still don’t truly understand the
platform. So we took it upon ourselves to create this guide.

Throughout this year we’ve observed that many brands feel lost and unsure when it comes to marketing on Xiaohongshu. That’s understandable based
on the fact that it is a highly localized and comparatively new platform and most lack the experience using it. As a result, they fail to grasp what sets it
apart, what makes it tick.

In this report we attempt to explain what makes Xiaohongshu distinct, why the platform has become popular, and how to create the right style of
content for the platform.

If you have any questions, please feel free to reach out, our contact information is located at the end of the report!



What is Xiaohongshu?
Xiaohongshu (���) also known as “Little Red Book” or
“RED” is one of the largest and fastest growing social e-
commerce apps in China.

Xiaohongshu describes itself as “a sharing platform for
young people's lifestyles through deep-rooted UGC
shopping sharing community�

The platform is designed to help users discover and
purchase products, share recommendations, and provide
helpful tips.

Users often go on Xiaohongshu to investigate products
and look for in-depth reviews and tutorials created by
other users.

Think of Xiaohongshu as a combination of Instagram and
Pinterest. Just like both platforms, you can save posts you
like, interact with content and other users, create your
own content, connect with brand pages etc. But with
Xiaohongshu, you get the added bonus of in-app
purchasing, a stronger sense of community, and more
lengthy, detailed blog-post type content.



At a Glance: 
• Ranked No. 1 in Cross Border Shopping App1

• One of very few platforms jointly invested by 
Tencent & Alibaba

• Established in 2013

• Received US $300 million in Series D investment 
round led by Alibaba in May 2018

• 150 million users, 30 million monthly active 
users2

• Highly community and content driven 

• Integration of social media +  e-commerce + 
branding

• Successfully created and built up their signature 
Xiaohongshu style content (Key words: ����
���66 Anniversary)

____________

1  Source: iResearch APP Index
2  Source: XiaoHongShu Official Website

85% of users are female, 84% are under age 30
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Part 1 - Why Xiaohongshu
Matters
To understand why Xiaohongshu has become popular, we must first understand 4 
modern Chinese consumer trends



The Age of Lifestyle Upgrade
Investing in branding is important as a brand’s image has become a key factor driving sales in China.

Xiaohongshu originally started as a platform to share reviews and guides to purchasing products overseas. While the platform’s content scope and user
base has since expanded, content is still heavily focused on high quality international brands and generally attracts a more cosmopolitan user base that
are at the forefront of the consumption upgrade trend.

Food, mom and baby products, cosmetics, watches, glasses and jewelry are top
categories for imported consumption, because Chinese consumers place increased
priority on food safety, product quality and design.

Over the past decade, China’s advancing economy has provided businesses
with substantial growth opportunities. The Chinese consumer market is on the
threshold of a revolution that offers new opportunities, one in particular is
known as the “Lifestyle Upgrade” or “Consumption Upgrade”.

This trend has been particularly noticeable in 2018 with Chinese consumers
spending considerably less on housing and food, but more on upgrading their
lifestyles.

Premium products have become the preferred choice amongst Chinese
consumers. Data from the CSRI Emerging Consumer Survey indicates that
Chinese consumers will choose to buy a more expensive product rather than its
cheaper counterpart simply due to the brand image.

This emerging trend is not just “youth-led” as middle-aged consumers are
displaying similar buying patterns to millennials.

This highlights the importance of a brand’s image and brand strategy in China
as it is one of the main factors consumers will look to while purchasing.



90% of Chinese Consumers Buy Products 
Based on Their Reputation
The Chinese consumer, more than any other consumer in the
world, relies on word of mouth and online product
recommendations when making purchasing decisions.

They lack trust in ads and internet search engine results, even
reviews on ecommerce sites have been known to be faked

Over 75% of Chinese internet users post feedback /reviews on
their purchases at least once a month. In comparison, in the
U.S., it’s less than 20%.

Tip: We recommend you familiarise yourself with your brand or product's advantages
from the perspective of Chinese consumers, not from the perspective of your own brand.
Having clear brand positioning is crucial in China, it has to be presented in a right way and
on the right channels.

Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/onmarketing/2014/08/07/what-us-marketers-can-learn-from-social-commerce-in-china/#3a44f988fca3

Source: 2018 Research Report On Chinese Consumer Cross-Border Purchasing Behavior by Westwin & Nielson

Xiaohongshu was built just for this purpose and, although it has evolved over the years, it is still remains a trustworthy online 
community where consumers go to both give and receive advice. 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/onmarketing/2014/08/07/what-us-marketers-can-learn-from-social-commerce-in-china/


Consumers Turn to Social Media For 
Product Recommendations

Source: 2018 Research Report On Chinese Consumer Cross-Border Purchasing Behavior by Westwin & NielsonSource: Mintel 

Chinese consumers are increasingly turning to social media for product reviews. Unlike other platforms where they have to 
soft through many types of content to find reviews, Xiaohongshu is a place they can go to easily find what they are looking for. 



Millennials & Gen Z are Key to Your 
Brand’s Future
In China, those born after 1985, (who often refer to themselves by the 5-year period in which they were
born, i.e. 85�, 90�, 95� and 00�) make up a total of 31% of the Chinese population.

There is a common misconception among Western brands that “Millennials are too young for my brand.�

This is not true. Chinese millennials and GenZ view consumption and money differently than older
generations, spending relatively larger portion of their money on themselves buying high quality and
luxury products.

For those brands who realize the power of the millennial market, having a presence on Xiaohongshu is a
must.

80% of the users on XiaoHongShu are millennials and 70% of new users are born after 1995.

But just being on Xiaohongshu isn’t enough. Millennials were born in the information era. They are savvy
consumers who are well educated on the options available to them. Brands must stand out by creating
word of mouth and gradually get your brand recommended by their peers.

Don’t assume millennials in the East and West are the same. Be sure to decide on your selling points
based on the Chinese consumer prospective. For example, Western skincare brands may be surprised by
the fact that Chinese women in their early 20s are already actively using anti-aging products.

Brands who run a competitor analysis before drawing their strategy usually get a better idea on how to
position themselves and are able to more precisely dig out their selling point.

XiaoHongShu is an ideal platform for brands wanting to target these millennials. Girls in general are known for love sharing and updating about their lives with their peers and 
XiaoHongShu allows the users to do just that.



Part 2 - Overview of 
Xiaohongshu
1. User behavior: Browse, Search, Create, Interact, Shop 

2. Popular content categories & other content trends
3. How Xiaohongshu is different than other Chinese social media platforms



User Behavior: Browse

• These users will likely scroll through the homepage,
check accounts they follow, and see what is trending in
search

• Xiaohongshu’s algorithm creates a customized
homepage based on what type of content each user
frequently views and interacts with, what type of
content they post, and who they follow

• The default homepage is recommended content,
followed by videos, then additional categories such as
beauty, fashion, skincare, etc.

• Tab for followed accounts

• Browse posts that are uploaded nearby (e.g. someone
posts photos about a nearby restaurant)

• Popular content tends to go in-depth, informative more
important than entertaining

Users go on Xiaohongshu with no intention, just to browse, see what others are posting about, discover new 
products, learn from tutorials, and pass the time. 

Post comparing 40 different Japanese face 
masks extremely popular with  over 24.2K 
likes, 1.3 K comments, and 100K collects.

Homepage (above) looks similar to 
Pinterest, however once you click into the 
post (right), unlike Pinterest, the content 
itself is more in-depth like a blog post. 

Default 
homepage is 
recommended 
content



User Behavior: Search 

• Think of Xiaohongshu as a product search
engine

• Users will search specific keywords and
hashtags to find posts about the product,
brand, or topic they are interested in learning
more about

• Users generally believe the quality of the
information shared by other users on
Xiaohongshu is of higher quality and more
reliable than traditional search engine results

Users go on Xiaohongshu to research a specific product, brand, or topic

Clicking the search bar on the homepage 
will automatically bring up the search 
page. The search page shows trending 
searches as well as your recent searches. 

Top search results for the phrase 
“moisturizing lotion” brings up posts 
about products by Origins, Kiehl’s, and 
Clarins, as well as a 9-product comparison 
post. 

Number 
of search 
results

Hashtags 
related to 
this search 
topic



User Behavior: Create Content & Interact 
With Other Users 
• Xiaohongshu users tend to be very active, and

enjoy interacting with other content as well as
sharing their own content

• Forms of interaction: Users are able to like,
comment, collect, or share other users’ posts

• Note: users can share posts to other social
media platforms such as Weibo and WeChat,
but cannot share (repost) within the app

• The quality of comments on Xiaohongshu
tends to be higher than other platforms. Users
will share their experiences with the products
mentioned in the post, ask questions about
the products, and give advice to other users
who have left comments

“Collects” are a key way to measure engagement on 
Xiaohongshu: 
Unlike on Weibo, Xiaohongshu users cannot repost but they can 
collect posts they like or find useful and save them to boards for 
future use. It is essentially the same concept as a Pinterest boards. Long, detailed comments are common 

on Xiaohongshu
This users has created boards on a variety 
of topics including skincare, nails, and 
face masks. 



User Behavior: Shop
Browse in e-commerce section

• Search product/brand name

• Choose categories

• Find products from both XHS self-
operated shops (�������,
etc.) and 3rd-party sellers

Order

• Add items into your shopping cart or 
wishlist (for future use)

• Purchase and pay with WeChat Pay or 
AliPay

• Chat with the customer service of 
each shop

• Apply for exchange or refund

• Browse past orders

• Join XHS VIP Membership

Categories

Search Bar

Main e-commerce tab Product pageIndividual shop page

Note: Some users will purchase products directly on XHS while others will do research on XHS then hop over to another platform to buy. Either way,
having a presence on XHS is a key part of the consumer journey.



There are over 3.7m posts in the 
cosmetics category 

Popular Content Categories
The most popular categories are beauty, skincare, and female fashion. 

Growing categories include: travel, fitness, male fashion and grooming, mommy-
baby, and food. 

Additional content trends:
• Connection between Douyin and Xiaohongshu

When products become popular on Douyin, the number of posts and searches for that product on Xiaohongshu also
tends to increase

• Cross cultural relationships
There are plenty of posts on Xiaohongshu that have nothing to do with products, but are focused on sharing life
advice. Many women on Xiaohongshu have lived and traveled abroad or are currently living abroad and are curious
about how to navigate cross-cultural relationships

• Celebrities on XHS
Over the past year, it has become trendy for Chinese celebrities to join Xiaohongshu, read more about this trend in
Part 5

• Plastic surgery
As plastic surgery is becoming increasingly common among young Chinese women, the topic is becoming less taboo.
Women are sharing their experiences and advice

• Birth-giving diary
Many of Xiaohongshu’s users document their pregnancy and birth to share with other expecting mothers



Comparison to Similar Platforms
How is Xiaohongshu's user behavior different from other Chinese social 
media platforms?

NO



Comparison with Traditional 
E-commerce Platforms

*This process is often referred to on Xiaohongshu as “��”

Social commerce platforms such as Xiaohongshu lead to more discovery and impulse buying

Randomly browsing 
other users' product 

reviews and 
recommendations

Stumble across an 
interesting post or see 
a product that catches 

their eye

Led to product page Purchase

Specifically looking for 
one product

Comparing prices 
among different 
sellers/platforms 

Find the lowest price + 
most trustworthy 

seller
Purchase

Pure E-commerce Platform (Tmall, JD, etc.)

Social E-commerce Platform (Xiaohongshu)



Comparison With WeChat and Weibo

Followers Can follow other users or be followed Can friend other users Can follow other users or be followed

Posts
Users don't always have a specific purpose. They
look at things in a casual way, hoping that they 

might find something they like.
Users can only see friends' posts in the Moment.

User can see posts from users you follow or 
sponsored posts on the home page.

Users usually follow celebrities or big KOLs.

Search
Users like to search product or brand name to 

find other people's comments and reviews, 
especially beauty or fashion products

Users use WeChat as a general search engine (it 
integrates with Sogou Seach) or search content 

from WeChat official accounts

Users barely use Weibo as a search engine 
although they can search content from all users

Content

A highly content-driven platform.
Users can only write original content with 

photos or videos, including product review, 
shopping experience, travel tips etc.

Users post about their daily life in the moments
KOLs produce very nice content and pictures. 

Regular users usually repost or share about their 
personal life.

Algorithm

It's an open platform.
Users can see everyone's posts. 

The system pushes posts to you according to 
your interest (what you browse, search or like)

It's a closed circle.
The most recently posted content by your 

friends will show up on the top

It's a half-open platform.
You can see your friends posts on the home 
page and you can also search other people's 

posts.



Integration With Taobao
On 28 Nov. 2018, Taobao officially launched the
integration with Xiaohongshu. On Taobao's
product page, user-generated posts from
Xiaohongshu are displayed under the reviews
section.

This is a huge move that many had been
waiting for after Alibaba invested in
Xiaohongshu last spring.

This means that for Taobao and Tmall sellers,
generating word of mouth on Xiaohongshu is
more important than ever.

For now, this integration is limited to select
brands, however, we are expecting increased
cooperation between Alibaba and Xiaohongshu
and more new functions in the near future.

Xiaohongshu posts now appear in the 
reviews section on Taobao and Tmall. 
They are integrated with Weitao posts. 

Clicking on the review will reveal any 
posts about this product. The ones 
from Xiaohongshu will have a little 
logo. 

Clicking into the post will show the 
entire post on Xiaohongshu. 



Part 3 - How Can Brands 
Use Xiaohongshu?
1. Content Marketing is King 
2. Brand official account
3. Online shop
4. Work with KOLs
5. Holidays 



Content Marketing is King  

Xiaohongshu is very content driven.

Currently, the platform doesn’t offer display ads, only
recently began experimenting with sponsored brand
posts.

Unlike Weibo, Douyin, and other social media
platforms, X i aohongshu limits the amount of
sponsored posts a KOL can do. KOLs must maintain a
ratio of approximately 4-5 non-sponsored posts for
every sponsored post.

Content that reads like an advertisement is almost
guaranteed to do poorly, you must provide value to
the reader and teach them something new.

During the 2018 11.11 shopping festival, the platform launched their very first 
sponsored brand post for Korean beauty brand Laneige. The function is not open 
to everyone yet, but it is likely to open up to more brands in the near future

Shift your mindset from selling to sharing



Brand Official Account

Most brands are already familiar with WeChat Official Accounts, however,
operating a WeChat Official Account can be costly and it is increasingly
difficult to grow a following.

An alternative option is to open an Official Brand Account on
Xiaohongshu which has relatively lower costs and offers the ability to
connect with a more targeted customer base.

Brand official accounts benefit both brands who sell products on XHS as
well as those who simply want to use the platform to build awareness
and interact with their customers.

If users are already talking about your products on XHS, a brand account
allows you to respond to comments and turn enquiries into purchases.

In cases where there is no Brand Official Account, these questions are
left unanswered and result in the possible loss of potential customers for
the brand.

If you are an overseas brand and are trying to test the waters in
the China market or improve your brand visibility, you may
want to consider setting up a Brand Official Account.

Important Note: 
Brands are required to 
get their Brand
Accounts verified. You 
need to hand in 
supporting documents 
including business and 
trademark registration.
After verification, a tag 
of “Brand Official 
Account” will show up 
under the logo



Brand Official Account Features & Tips 

• Brands should post 2-3 times every
week (for more info on content best
practices, see section 4)

• They should also monitored the
platform and interact with users on
a daily basis

• Use the Brand Account to hold
interactive activities, such as a lucky
draw, to catch users attention

• New function allows brands to
display posts from your customers
and linking and drawing traffic to
your online shop

• Collecting user posts to the official
brand page makes them feel
noticed and strengthens their
relationship with the brand

Display posts from users 
that tag you

Display products from your brand shop

Brand Official Account homepage 
features posts from the brand 



Online Shop
Launching an online shop on Xiaohongshu may be a good
option for brands new to China who are looking to test the
waters.
Setting up a shop one of the other larger e-commerce
platforms is more complicated and has a lot of initial
requirements and costs.
Xiaohongshu has minimal barriers to entry. If you are an
overseas brand you do not even need a Chinese bank account,
your overseas entity is enough.
Based on our experience working with brands, if they plan
correctly, they can get their shops up and running within a
month.
However, a platform can't be perfect. Xiaohongshu is definitely
not as big as Tmall or JD in terms of the market share,
therefore brands should not expect sales volume as huge as
Tmall. Also, while there are few fixed startup fees, the high
15% commission deters some brands from opening a shop on
Xiaohongshu.

Xiaohongshu marketplace homepage Individual brand shop



Setting Up Your Online Shop
Some brands find the application process a bit confusing.

We strongly suggest you:

1. Identify what type of shop you should apply and get clear on the respective
regulations before working on the application process.

2. Find out what exactly the platform requires before handing in your documents.

3. Get someone who is experienced working on the whole process for you to save
your time and effort and ultimately lower your risk of being rejected.

Shop types:
• Flagship store (single brand, you are the

brand owner or exclusive distributor)
• Specialty store (single brand, you are

first/second/third level authorized
distributor)

• Multi-brand store (by invitation only)

Basic documents needed:
• Overseas business registration
• Overseas bank account (receive USD with

your local bank account)
• Trade mark registration
• Authorization letter from brand owner (if

you are a distributor) or application letter (if
you are the brand owner)

Logistics tips:
• Xiaohongshu uses a partnership model with
foreign brands, keeping their own inventory,
to have smooth transitions in delivery

• Xioahongshu provides cross border logistics to
sellers

• 7 overseas warehouses in Hong Kong, Europe,
Australia, U.S.A.

• Supports logistics from overseas to last mile
delivery and customs clearance



Working With KOLs

Why its necessary:

KOLs are considered trustworthy
While users will pay attention to high quality content shared on a
brand account, they will always place greater value on user-
generated content. Many consumers turn to KOLs to help them
filter through all the clutter and make quick purchasing decisions

KOLs know how to create the right type of content
for the platform

They understand how to write in a colloquial, informative style that
comes across as genuine.

KOLs confirm the desirability of your brand and
product

If a consumer goes on Xiaohongshu to research your product and
sees little to no user-generated content about that product, they
will start to worry that it is not a good product.

KOLs help new audiences discover your brand

Even if you don’t have an e-commerce shop or a Brand Account, if you are looking to grow brand awareness in China you should be 
working with influencers (KOLs) on Xiaohongshu. 

For more details on KOL collaborations see Part 5 of the report



Important Promotion Dates on 
Xiaohongshu

8 Mar Women's day

6 June Xiaohongshu Anniversary

18 June Mid-year sale

1 Oct Chinese National Day sale

11 Nov Double 11, Single’s Day Shopping 
festival

4th Friday of Nov RED Friday 

12 Dec Double 12

25 Dec Christmas sale

Xiaohongshu has several of it’s own shopping holidays 
and also participates in holidays led by other e-commerce 
platforms such as 11.11 and 6.18. 

Leading up to this year’s 11.11 Global Shopping
Festival it was very popular to use the hashtag #��
����	�
� (Must-buy list on RED during
Double 11) to share your shopping wish list or deal
guide.

After the holiday, Xiaohongshu users began using the
hashtag ����� to share unboxing and reviews
of the products they bought.

Not long after 11.11, Xiaohongshu ramped up
promotion for their version of Black Friday, which
they call RED Friday. Since many of the brands
selling products on Xiaohongshu are from the US,
Xiaohongshu tends to have greater participation in
Black Friday sales than other Chinese e-commerce
platforms



Part 4 - Content Best 
Practices
1. Formatting your posts 

2. Tone of voice

3. Types of posts 

4. SEO

5. Engaging young consumers

6. What to avoid 



Optimizing Post 
Formatting  
Whether you’re working with a KOL or creating content for your 
own brand page, understanding post formatting extremely 
important when it comes to optimizing your posts and getting the 
best results. 

Key elements of the post include: 

• Images or videos with tags 

• Catchy title

• In-depth post text 

• Join 1 topic (hashtag)

• Tag other users

• Add product/shop links 
(only inside Xiaohongshu app, no outside links allowed)

TONE of Voice 
• Just as an author would change their tone of

voice depending on what media outlet they
write for, KOLs and brands on Xiaohongshu must
use a conversational tone of voice in order to
develop a sense of trust with their audience

• Brands must allow KOLs to write naturally if they
want the content to do well; don’t try to fill their
posts with scripted selling points

• High quality content, but not too polished
• Must be relatable
• Consistency is key

• The key to engaging with millennials on
Xiaohongshu is to make the marketing messages
genuine and authentic, manufactured content
will not perform well with these users



Images 
Image tips: 

• 1st image most important
• Similar to selecting several images on 

Instagram, the first image what users 
will see when they scroll through 
their feed. When they click into the 
post they can flip through the rest of 
the images. 

• Maximize the number of images 
and post 9 when possible 

• Add tags or stickers on photos and 
videos

• Brand, price, product number, as 
specific as possible

• These tags serve a different purpose 
than hashtags, because you cannot 
place images within the main post 
text, the tags are used to describe 
and caption the images so that users 
know which image 

• Users can also tag the images with 
voice tags up to 10 seconds long, this 
is a more intimate way to tag the post 

For each post users can choose to post up to 9 images or one video up to 60 seconds long

Adding tags is similar to adding a caption. 
It is used to describe the photos. 

Click the tags buttons and then type in 
the tag text. If KOLs are doing a 
sponsored post, they can also select the 
tag for a specific product here. 

Select this to have the 
tag match the text you 
typed in

Scroll through here to 
look for a tag for a 
specific product that is 
sold on Xiaohongshu

In her cover image this KOL shows the logo of the 
brand whose products she will be reviewing. In all 
her images she includes the price and SKU of the 
items. She also includes a voice tag with her 
impression of the item. And she maxes out the 
space with 9 images. 



Video 

• When users are on the home page of the app the
first tab is “recommended” content, the second
category is “video”

• This shows that Xiaohongshu is trying to drive
traffic to video content

• Video content is also interspersed with other
content in the rest of the tabs

• Tutorial-style content is best accompanied with a
video

• Videos can be up to 60 seconds in length
• Majority of videos shot in portrait mode

• Avoid looking overly produced, using a smartphone
camera is fine

For certain categories, such as fitness, 
videos usually perform better than 
photo posts

Xiaohongshu is placing increasing importance on video content 

The video tab is the second tab on the 
main explore page, right next to 
recommended



Title + Post Text 

Important to include keywords in the title
to catch people’s attention and help with
SEO.

Above is what the title looks like in the
feed.

• A post can include up to 
1,000 characters of text 

• Generally, longer, more in-
depth posts do better 

• Long posts good for SEO 
(both people searching in 
the app and on Baidu) 

• No formatting options so 
users tend to use emojis as 
bullet points to create 
structure 

Add screenshots

When publishing a post, there is no
separate section to enter the title, it is
simply the first 21 characters of the body
text.

This KOL has used number emojis to
separate out each product, money bag
emojis to show the product’s price, an
exclamation sign to show key words that
differentiate this product, and then a
Xiaohongshu mascot emoji next to the
lengthier product description



Hashtags

Recently, the rules regarding hashtags
have changed

Now, hashtags placed in the body of
the post no longer work. When
publishing a post, users may select 1
hashtag or ‘topic’ to participate in.

In the past, hashtags were always a
great way to make posts more visible.
Users could add up to ten hashtags in
the body of each post.

Clicking this tab will take the user to a
hashtag or ‘topic’ directory. It shows
popular hashtags, how many times the
hashtag has been used, and categorizes
hashtags but different topics.

Above is what a new hashtag looks like.

While being able to choose only one
topic is likely to have a negative effect on
reach, the new system does make it
easier to search for the best hashtag to
match that specific post so it may
improve search results

New format



Mentions
This is useful for brands to keep in mind for several reasons: 

Brand Official Account 

• If users tag a brand in their post, the user’s post will appear on 
the Brand’s Official Account in the tagged tab (see p. 24)

• The brand can also decide to Collect the user’s post

• Interacting with and collecting UGC about your brand is a great 
way to develop loyalty with customers and KOLs 

Tagging Xiaohongshu’s Official Accounts:

• Xiaohongshu itself has several official accounts that curate and 
repost top user content, allowing that content to reach a much 
greater audience

• KOLs typically will tag the official Xiaohongshu account in the 
industry related to their post’s content in the hopes of it getting 
a repost or a like

Just like on Instagram, it is a common practice to tag or ‘@’ other accounts within your post in hopes that the other 
account will share your content

v

This user tagged the brand’s official 
account

v



Types of posts 

Here are some types of posts 
that do well on Xiaohongshu:

• Tutorials 
• Comparison
• Before and after
• Holiday/seasonal 

shopping guides
• Anecdotes 
• Fitting room try-ons 

Your post isn’t a sales pitch. 
You must integrate your product 
or brand into a larger story. 

Tutorials 

Tutorials are one of the most frequently Collected types of content on 
Xiaohongshu. 

Must be in-depth!!! 

Apart from common tutorial topics such as beauty, fitness, and cooking, other 
industries have seen great success with this post type as well. 

Currently a 
popular topic 
on 
Xiaohongshu is 
photo-editing 
tutorials 



Comparison 
For this type of post, the KOL will compare several products 
within the same category sharing the pros and cons of each,  
then typically concluding with a recommendation for their 
favorite product

This KOL compared 25 different foundations.

Suggestion for brands: 
• Let KOLs compare your product with other products in 

the same category

• While it may seem contradictory to pay a KOL to write 
content that includes your competitors, Xiaohongshu
users love these types of posts and comparison posts 
are some of the most collected posts on the platform

• Comparison posts save consumers time and energy 
researching products. If they trust the author of the 
post, (who has personally tried all these products), 
following the author’s advice helps them feel like they 
made the right choice 

She used star emojis to rank the products, 
and gave suggestions as to which products 
are best suited to various skin types. 

This post has over 75K collects. 



Before and After 
These types of posts are perfect for the
health, fitness, skincare, and beauty
industries.

While the images show the before and after,
the post content shares the method used to
achieve this effect.

Using before and after photos along with the
method is more effective and proves to users
that the information shared in the post must
be true.

This is KOL describes the method she used to 
lose weight



Holiday/Seasonal Shopping Guides
When holidays are approaching it is common 
to see Xiaohongshu influencers posting lists 
and shopping guides sharing the best items to 
buy and deals to take advantage of.
Again, brands should consider letting the KOL 
include their product within a list that includes 
products from a variety of brands.
If the list only includes products from your 
brand it will seem unnatural and consumers 
will not find the list useful. 

Shopping list for the 11.11 Global Shopping Festival



Anecdotes KOLs sharing personal stories of how the product has impacted their life are 
extremely powerful. Real life experiences are key to creating trust!

In this post Chinese actress Zhangyuqi ��� , shared her
experience of developing sarcoma after consuming a poor quality
collagen supplement.

Collagen is a very popular product among Chinese women and she
urges them not to blindly choose any collagen, and educates them
about what to look for when selecting a collagen supplement.

Her heartfelt message and desire to help people avoid the same
problem has made this post incredibly popular with over 20K
collects, 10K likes, and 13K comments.

With over 2.6 million followers @Ritatawang is one of the most famous and influential KOLs on
Xiaohongshu.

One of her posts was about a weight loss enzyme, however she did not promote this product in a
conventional way. She instead talked about her overall weight loss journey, lifestyle, and exercise
routine. The post was very personal discussing her struggle and the methods she had tried to lose
weight.

In the comments of her post, people were asking for more details about the enzyme product she
mentioned, hence effectively creating word of mouth for this brand.

Nowadays people are tired of conventional adverts focusing on the function of the product,
instead they are immensely intrigued by how these products are being used in people’s daily lives.



Fitting Room Try-ons 

• This is very common for fast-fashion brands
such as Zara, H&M, and Uniqlo

• Products are tagged in the pictures with the
store name and the SKU

• The article will give a description of the items,
what the KOL did or didn’t like about them
(such as material and fit), the prices, and which
items the KOL suggests buying

• The KOL also typically creates outfits and gives
styling suggestions for the pieces they are
trying on

A typical ZARA fitting room try-on post

Some of the most popular fashion bloggers on Xiaohongshu simply take photos of themselves trying on clothing in a 
store changing room! 

The KOL describes the look in each of the 
images and how she felt about each item



Optimize SEO to Increase Visibility

• When users are looking for a certain type of product, they will enter search
terms into the Xiaohongshu search bar the same way one would search on
Google, for example, “anti-aging cream”

• Users will also search for specific product and brand names

• If your post doesn’t have the correct keywords, users won’t find you. It’s that
simple. Using the right keywords is extremely important on Xiaohongshu,
more than any other Chinese social media platform

• It is important not only to integrate what you typically think of as keywords
for your products, but to also see what is popular on Xiaohongshu and try to
see how you can connect these keywords to your brand

• For example, many users search for the term “Look/Outfit (��)” so if you are a
brand selling shoes, instead of focusing on keywords related to shoes, show
people how to coordinate your shoes with an outfit, and use the keyword
“outfit”, which well then expose your product to people who make not be
specifically searching for shoes

• Or to reach a more niche audience, look for long tail keywords. And easy way to
do that is stick a popular keyword in the search bar and see what other
combinations come up

• See what product functions (aka adjectives) Chinese consumers are searching
for and see how to make your product part of the conversation.

• For example, when if comes to skincare and beauty products, some of the top
functions Chinese consumers are searching for are moisturizing, whitening, and
anti-acne.

Remember, Xiaohongshu is essentially a product recommendation search engine! 

Searching for the keyword “outfit” reveals 
dozens of additional long tail keywords 
such as: winter outfits, transitional outfits, 
men’s outfits, plus-sized outfits, etc.  

The massive number of posts related to 
these keywords demonstrates consumers’ 
interest in these types of products



What Doesn’t Work 
• Douyin-style comedy and

entertainment focused content

• Only images and very little text

• Content written in an overly formal
or promotional tone

• Post includes only positive aspects of
a product and no shortcomings

• When a KOL copy pastes the
information from the brand into the
post instead of creating original,
customized content

A brand post: images are too 
commercial and content is too 

formal and short

A user post: image is too 
commercial, content is short 

and all positive

A user post: Douyin-style 
video with Douyin watermark



Part 5 - Working with KOLs 
on Xiaohongshu 
1. Types of influencers on Xiaohongshu
2. How to evaluate and select KOLs
3. Celebrity content 
4. Rules for sponsored posts



Working with KOLs on Xiaohongshu
Essentially there are three types of KOLs on the platform:

1. Loyal users of the platform who began sharing their own
content and naturally developed an audience
• These influencers, no matter micro or top-tier, are likely to to have

deep understanding of the platform and a strong connection to their
audience

2. Influencers from other platforms such and Weibo and
WeChat
• Growing numbers of established influencers are witnessing the growth

of Xiaohongshu and have opened accounts on the platform.
• The benefit to working with them is that they can post content for one

campaign across a number of platforms; however unless they’ve been
on Xiaohongshu a long time, they may not be as effective as a
‘homegrown’ influencer

3. Celebrities
• This year many celebs, both Chinese and Western, have joined the

platform
• Chinese celebs use it as a way to get closer to fans, content is generally

more behind the scenes and casual than content on their Weibo
accounts

Hopefully by now we have convinced you of the power of word of mouth marketing and why it is crucial to work with 
influencers on Xiaohongshu. 



Xiaohongshu KOLs at a Glance
KOL Size No. of 

Followers Key Characteristics + Tips Average Cost 

Top-Tier >500K
Short-term impact

Huge follower base will get you a lot of exposure in a short period of time. Will also make other smaller KOLs 
aware of your brand. This increased exposure can drive their audience to purchase your products. 

30,000– 100,000 RMB

Mid-Tier >100K

Mid to long-term impact

Working with a sizeable group of mid-tier KOLs, you can spread your brand across the platform. 
Increase the impact of SEO and generate more word-of mouth, which can help cultivate your potential customers.

10,000RMB

Micro 10-100K A Must-Have for brands new to the platform à an essential base layer 

Work with a large group of micro and long-tail KOLs when you are new to the platform to increase the overall 
quantity of posts related to your brand. 

Recently Xiaohongshu has been giving more attention and resources to promote long-tail KOLs (mainly those with 
less than 5,000 followers). Try opening the app and have a look at the landing page. A considerable ratio of long-
tail KOLs are pushed to you rather than the top-tier ones.

5,000RMB

Long-tail <10K 2,000 RMB



How to Evaluate and Select KOLs
Is the content written from the heart? 

• Time and time again, a genuine, personal soft-sell receives a far better response than a generic hard-sell 

• Not only do Xiaohongshu users dislike hard-selling content, but the platform does too. KOLs are monitored very closely 
by admins who might delete the posts or block the KOL for frequently posting overly salesy content. 

• With this in mind, you need to pick KOLs that produce quality content that their followers love. Ideally the KOL posts with 
a tone of voice that makes their followers feel as if they are close friends and everyone is simply sharing their
experiences and tips with each other. Finding a KOL who can truly connect with their audience is key to a successful 
campaign

Examine the comments

• You must look to see how the audience reacts to the KOL’s posts. When users take time to write lengthy, personal
responses to posts, this indicates an active and dedicated fanbase. More importantly, it indicates that the KOL has the 
ability to get their audience interested in the products they talk about. 

• Also look to see how many users are writing comments to ask additional questions about the product. This shows they 
have strong intent to buy. 

Watch out for Fakes

• As Xiaohongshu has become more 
popular, the use of fake followers and 
engagement has increased 

• Just as you would with any other 
Chinese social media platform, 

Lengthy comments related to the post 
content are a key indicator of an effective 
KOL 



Celebrities on Xiaohongshu 
• In 2018, after the success actresses Lin Yun Jelly and Fan Bingbing achieved

on Xiaohongshu it became trendy for Chinese celebrities (and a couple

Western ones) to join Xiaohongshu

• Celebs use the platform to narrow the distance between them and their fans

by sharing the products they use and giving people a behind the scenes look

at their lives. Consumers particularly love when celebrities share their

favorite every day items, for example makeup from the drug store (����
)

• For products like these, celebrities have been incredibly effective at driving

sales, and people were actually complaining that whenever Fan Bingbing

recommended an inexpensive beauty product it would sell out immediately

• Of course the downside for brands is that working with celebrities is

generally far more expensive than working with KOLs

• Posting on Xiaohongshu is also a way for them to get more exposure to the

public and create hot topic. For example, Chinese actress Zhang Yuqi shared

a video post about how to invest in diamonds. In it she said that a diamond

under one carat is worthless which generated a lot of discussion among the

general public and her name became a hot topic for a quite a while. People

like her honest and straightforward way of expressing herself, unlike other

celebs who tend to hold back their opinions.

• The strong buying power of Chinese customers has also driven several

Western celebs including Karlie Kloss and Kim Kardashian to open

Xiaohongshu accounts, although they have generally seen far less success

than their Chinese counterparts. This is mainly due to the fact that their

posts are short with very little useful information.
A search for ‘Zhangyuqi Diamond’ on 
Xiaohongshu brings up over 5k related posts.

Lin Yun ‘Jelly’ was one if the first celebs to get 
on Xiaohongshu. She became extremely 
popular for her down to earth style. In many of 
her videos she’s wearing a plain t-shirt and no 
makeup!



Rules for Sponsored Posts  
Current Rules: 

• Celebrities and KOLs with more than 5k followers must 
register sponsored posts with Xiaohongshu

• The post must state that it is sponsored and the KOL is 
required to tag the brand’s official account

• Long-tail KOLs with under 5k followers who publish a 
sponsored post must include the hashtag #�����
��

• If a user posts about free products given to them by 
brands they must include the hashtag #xx�	�


• As we mentioned earlier in the report, all brand official 
accounts must be verified, otherwise all promotional 
activities of these accounts shall be discontinued 

• Brands and KOLs who do not follow these posting rules 
will have their posts taken down and after multiple 
offenses may have their accounts suspended 

• Currently the platform does not charge a fee for 
sponsored KOL posts 

• A major benefit of registering a post with the platform is 
that the brand will now get campaign performance data 

Please note that the rules are constantly changing. These are based on the most recent policy change on Sept. 24, 2018.  

Additional insights: The platform also states that KOLs should not be posting
too much sponsored content all at once. Therefore, so as to avoid penalties
many KOLs will space out their sponsored posts, publishing at least 4-5 non-
sponsored posts in between them. This naturally causes KOLs to be more
selective about which brands and products they work with because they are
limited to how many sponsored pieces they can do in a given time period.



Final Tips and Takeaways
1. Listen to your customers and study your competitors before diving

into Xiaohongshu

2. Have a strategy but make it flexible. The Chinese market changes
rapidly, and so does Xiaohongshu. Instead of trying to create and
stick to the perfect plan, experiment with the platform and play
around with different styles of content

3. Strictly follow the platform rules to avoid being penalized. The
platform keeps changing and evolving therefore it's important to
keep a close eye on new functions and rules, then study and
understand them

4. The best way to get noticed on Xiaohongshu is to get other people
talking about your brand, not you. When people see their peers
talking about a product, that’s when it will really catch on

5. Give it time. Work with someone who is specialised and experienced
to come up with a complete marketing strategy for 3 (minimal) to 6
months (ideal). We’ve come across many brands who launched 1
campaign then gave up.

We expect to see Xiaohongshu
continue to disrupt China’s

e-commerce, social media and 
social commerce industries in 

2019. 

While we can’t predict exactly how 
the platform will develop, it is clear 

that it has become important for 
brands to establish a presence on 

this channel. 
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